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t: Control systems running on a omputer are subjet to timing disturbanes om-ing from implementation onstraints. Fortunately losed-loop systems behave robustly w.r.t.modelling errors and disturbanes, and the ontroller design an be performed to expliitlyenhane robustness against spei unertainties. On one hand robustness in proess ontrollersan be used to omply with weakly modelled timing unertainties. On the other hand, thepriniple of robust losed-loop ontrol an also be applied to the real-time sheduler to provideon-line adaption of some sheduling parameters, with the objetive of ontrolling the omputingresoure alloation. As varying sampling appears to be a key atuator to ontrol the omputingresoure, a varying sampling ontrol design based on LPV gain sheduling design is provided.The feasibility of the approah is assessed through several examples using simulation and realexperiments.Keywords: ontrol/omputing o-design, robust ontrol, sampling varying, real-time1. INTRODUCTIONDigital ontrol systems an be implemented as a set oftasks running on top of an o-the-shelf real-time operatingsystem (RTOS) using xed-priority and preemption. Theperformane of the ontrol, e.g measured by the trakingerror, and even more importantly its stability, stronglyrelies on the values of the sampling rates and sensor-to-atuator latenies (the lateny we onsider for ontrolpurpose is the delay between the instant when a measure
qn is taken on a sensor and the instant when the ontrolsignal U(qn) is reeived by the atuators Åström andWittenmark [1997℄). Therefore, it is essential that theimplementation of the ontroller respets an adequatetemporal behaviour to meet the expeted performane.However implementation onstraints suh as multi-ratesampling, preemption, synhronisation and various souresof delays make the run-time behaviour of the ontrollervery diult to aurately predit. However as we dealwith losed-loop ontrollers we may take advantage ofthe robustness of suh systems to design and implementexible and adaptive real-time ontrol arhitetures.This paper deals with some robust and adaptive solu-tions for real-time sheduling and ontrol o-design. Inthe next setions we review some properties of losed-loop ontrollers in ontrast with real-time implementation
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onstraints. Some reent results in ontrol and shedulingo-design are realled in setion 3. Setion 4 gives anoverview of a feedbak sheduling strategy aimed to on-line adapt the tasks period aording to the omputingresoure ativity. This approah is then applied in thedesign of a robot ontroller in setion 4.4, for whih anexperimental feedbak sheduler implementation inside ahardware in the loop real-time simulator is experimented.As variable sampling appears to be a deisive atuator inCPU load ontrol, a robust design of variable rate ontrolbased on the LPV approah is desribed in setion 5.Is is assessed via an real experiment using an invertedpendulum in setion 5.3. Future researh diretions areskethed to onlude the paper.2. CONTROL AND COMPUTING CONSTRAINTSClosed-loop digital ontrol systems use a omputer toperiodially sample sensors, ompute a ontrol law andsend ontrol signals to the atuators of a ontinuous timephysial proess. The ontrol algorithm an be either de-signed in ontinuous time and then disretized or diretlysynthesised in disrete time taking aount of a model ofthe plant sampled by a zero-order holder. Control theoryfor linear systems sampled at xed rates has been estab-lished a long time ago, e.g. Åström andWittenmark [1997℄.Assigning an adequate value for the sampling rate isa deisive duty as this value has a diret impat onthe ontrol performane and stability. While an absolute
lower limit for the sampling rate is given by Shannon'stheorem, in pratise rules of thumb are used to give auseful range of ontrol frequenies aording to the proessdynamis and to the desired losed-loop bandwidth (see forexample setion 4.4.2). A ommonly shared idea is thatlower are the ontrol period and latenies, better is theontrol performane (e.g. measured by the traking erroror disturbanes rejetion 1 ).2.1 Digital Control of Continuous SystemsTo implement a ontroller, the basi idea onsists inrunning the whole set of ontrol equations in a uniqueperiodi real-time task whose lok gives the ontrollersampling rate. In fat, all parts of the ontrol algorithmdo not have an equal weight and urgeny w.r.t. the ontrolperformane. To minimise the lateny, a ontrol law an bebasially implemented as two real-time bloks, the urgentone sends the ontrol signal diretly omputed from thesampled measures, while updating the state estimation orparameters an be delayed or even more omputed lessfrequently Åström and Wittenmark [1997℄.In fat, a omplex system involves sub-systems with dier-ent dynamis whih must be further oordinated Törngren[1998℄. Assigning dierent periods and priorities to dier-ent bloks aording to their relative weight allows for abetter ontrol of ritial latenies and for a more eientuse of the omputing resoure Simon et al. [1998℄. Howeverin suh ases nding adequate periods for eah blok is outof the sope of urrent ontrol theory and must be donethrough ase studies, simulation and experiments.Latenies have several soures: the rst one omes fromthe omputation duration itself, and worst ase exeutiontimes are diult to get. In multi-tasking systems theyome from preemption due to onurrent tasks with higherpriority, from preedene onstraints and from synhro-nisation. Another soure of delays is the ommuniationmedium and protools when the ontrol system is dis-tributed on a network of onneted devies. In partiularit has been observed that in synhronous multi-rate sys-tems the value of sampling-indued delays show omplexpatterns and an be surprisingly long Wittenmark [2001℄.2.2 Control and Timing UnertaintyWhile timing unertainties have an impat on the ontrolperformane they are diult to be aurately modelled oronstrained to lie inside preisely known bounds. Thus itis worth examining the sensitivity of ontrol systems w.r.t.timing utuations.Control systems are often ited as examples of "hardreal-time systems" where jitter and deadline violationsare stritly forbidden. In fat experiments show that thisassumption may be false for losed-loop ontrol. Any pra-tial feedbak system is designed to obtain some stabil-ity margin and robustness w.r.t. the plant parametersunertainty. This also provides robustness w.r.t. timingunertainties: losed-loop systems are able to tolerate someamount of sampling period and omputing delays devi-ations, jitter and oasional data loss with no loss of
1 This assumption an be enfored by providing a suitable ontrolparameters tuning, as disussed at the end of the paper
stability or integrity, e.g. Cervin [2003℄: their behaviouran still be onsidered as orret as long as the sample-indued disturbanes stay inside the performane spei-ation bounds.Therefore the hard real-time assumption must be softenedto better ope with the reality of losed-loop ontrol. Forexample they an be hanged for "weakly hard" on-straints: absolute deadlines are replaed by statistial ones,e.g. the allowable output jitter ompliant with the desiredontrol performane or the number of allowed deadlinesmiss over a speied time window Bernat et al. [2001℄. Notethat to be fully exploited, weakly hard onstraints shouldbe assoiated with a deisional proess: tasks missing theirdeadline an be for example delayed, aborted or skippedaording to their impat on the ontrol law behaviour,e.g. as analysed in Cervin [2005℄.Finding the values of suh weakly hard onstraints for agiven ontrol law is urrently out of the sope of urrentontrol theory in the general ase. However the intrinsirobustness of losed-loop ontrollers allows for omplyingwith softened timing onstraints speiation and exiblesheduling design.2.3 Control and ShedulingFrom the implementation point of view, real-time systemsare usually modelled by a set of periodi tasks assignedto one or several proessors and a worst ase responsetimes tehnique is used to analyse xed-priority real-time systems. Well known sheduling poliies, suh asRate Monotoni for xed priorities and EDF for dynamipriorities, assign priorities aording to timing parameters,respetively sampling periods and deadlines. They are saidto be "optimal" as they maximise the number of tasks setswhih an be sheduled with respet of deadlines, undersome restritive assumptions. Unfortunately they are notoptimised for ontrol purpose.They hardly take into aount preedene and synhro-nisation onstraints whih naturally appear in a ontrolalgorithm. The relative urgeny or ritiality of the on-trol tasks an be unrelated with the timing parameters.Thus, the timing requirements of ontrol systems w.r.t. theperformane speiation do not t well with shedulingpoliies purely based on shedulability tests. It has beenshown through experiments, e.g. Cervin [2003℄, that ablind use of suh traditional sheduling poliy an lead toan ineient ontroller implementation; on the other handa sheduling poliy based on appliation's requirements,assoiated with a right partition of the ontrol algorithminto real-time modules may give better results. It is oftenthe ase that improving some omputing related featuresis in ontradition with another one targeted to improvethe ontrol behaviour. For example the ase studies exam-ined in Buttazzo and Cervin [2007℄ show that an eetivemethod to minimise the output ontrol jitter onsists insystematially delaying the output delivery at the end ofthe ontrol period : however this method also introdues asystemati one period input/output lateny and thereforemost often provides the worst possible ontrol performaneamong the set of studied strategies.
Another example of unsuitability between omputing andontrol requirements arises when using priority inheritaneor priority eiling protools to bypass priority inversiondue to mutual exlusion, e.g. to ensure the integrity ofshared data. While they are designed to avoid dead-loksand minimise priority inversion lengths, suh protoolsjeopardise at run-time the initial shedule whih wasarefully designed to meet ontrol requirements. As aonsequene latenies along some ontrol paths an belargely inreased leading to a poor ontrol performaneor even instability.Finally o-line shedulability analysis rely on a right es-timation of the tasks worst ase exeution time. Even inembedded systems the proessors use ahes and pipelinesto improve the average omputing speed while dereasingthe timing preditability. Another soure of unertaintymay ome from some piees of the ontrol algorithm. Forexample, the duration of a vision proess highly dependson inoming data from a dynami sene. Also some algo-rithms are iterative with a badly known onvergene rate,so that the time before reahing a predened thresholdis unknown (and must be bounded by a timeout). In adynami environment, some ontrol ativities an be sus-pended or resumed and ontrol algorithms with dierentosts an be sheduled aording to various ontrol modesleading to large variations in the omputing load.Thus real-time ontrol design based on worst ase exeu-tion time, maximum expeted delay and strit deadlinesinevitably leads to a low average usage of the omputingresoure and to a poor adaptivity w.r.t. a omplex exeu-tion environment. All these drawbaks all for a betterintegration of ontrol goals and omputing apabilitiesthrough a o-design approah.3. CONTROL/SCHEDULING CO-DESIGN3.1 Sheduling Parameters AssignmentThis mainly onerns the integration of ontrol perfor-mane knowledge in the sheduling parameters assign-ment. Indeed, one a ontrol algorithm has been designed,a rst job onsists in assigning timing parameters, i.e.periods of tasks and deadlines, so that the ontroller'simplementation satises the ontrol objetive. This maybe done o-line or on-line.In o-line ontrol/sheduling o-design setting adequatevalues for the timing parameters rapidly falls into asestudies based on simulation and experiments. For instanein Ryu et al. [1997℄ o-line iterative optimisation is usedto ompute an adequate setting of periods, latenies andgains resulting in a requested ontrol performane a-ording to the available omputing resoure and imple-mentation onstraints. Also in Sandström and Norström[2002℄ the temporal requirements of the ontrol system aredesribed using omplex temporal attributes (e.g. nominalperiod and allowed variations, preedene onstraints. . . ):this model is then used by an o-line iterative heuristiproedure to assign the sheduling parameters (e.g. prior-ities and osets) to meet the onstraints.Conerning o-design for on-line implementation, reentresults deal with varying sampling rates in ontrol loops
in the framework of linear systems: for example Shinkelet al. [2002℄ show that, while swithing between two stableontrollers, too frequent ontrol period swithes may leadto unstability. Unfortunately most real-life systems arenon-linear and the extrapolation of timing assignmentthrough linearisation often gives rough estimations ofallowable periods and latenies or even an be meaningless.In fat, as shown later in the examples, the knowledgeof the plant's behaviour is neessary to get an eientontrol/sheduling o-design.3.2 Feedbak ShedulingBesides traditional assignment of xed sheduling param-eters, more exible sheduling poliies have been investi-gated. Let us ite e.g. Buttazzo and Abeni [2000℄ wherethe elastiity of the tasks' periods enables for ontrollingthe quality of servie of the system as a funtion of theurrent estimated load. While suh an approah is stillworking in open loop w.r.t. a ontrolled plant, the on-lineombination the ontrol performane and implementationonstraints lead to the feedbak sheduling approah.This approah has been initiated both from the real-timeomputing side Lu et al. [2002℄ and from the ontrol sideCervin and Eker [2000℄, Eker et al. [2000℄, Cervin et al.[2002℄. The idea onsists in adding to the proess ontrolleran outer sampled feedbak loop ("sheduling regulator")to ontrol the sheduling parameters as a funtion of aQoC (Quality of Control) measure. It is expeted thatan on line adaption of the sheduling parameters of theontroller may inrease its overall eieny w.r.t. timingunertainties oming from the unknown ontrolled envi-ronment. Also we know from ontrol theory that losingthe loop may inrease performane and robustness againstdisturbanes when properly designed and tuned (otherwiseit may lead to instability).
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hial ontrol strutureFigure 1 gives an overview of a feed-bak sheduler ar-hiteture where an outer loop (the sheduling ontroller)adapts in real-time the sheduling parameters from mea-surements taken on the omputer's ativity, e.g. the om-puting load 2 . Besides this ontroller working periodially(at a rate larger than the sampling periods of the plantontrol tasks), the system's struture may evolve along adisrete time sale upon ourrene of events, e.g. for newtasks admission or exeption handling. These deisionalproesses may be handled by another real-time task, the
2 Ideally it would be also fed by measures related to the quality ofontrol, thus really providing integrated ontrol and sheduling
sheduling manager, whih is not further detailed in thispaper. Notie that suh a manager may give a referene tothe ontroller resoure utilisation.The design problem an be stated as ontrol performaneoptimisation under onstraint of available omputing re-soures. Early results ome from Eker et al. [2000℄ wherea problem of optimal ontrol under omputation load on-straints is theoretially solved by a feedbak sheduler, butleads to a solution too omplex to be implemented in real-time. Then Cervin [2003℄ shows that this optimal ontrolproblem an be often simply implemented by omputingthe new tasks periods by the resaling:
hk+1i = h
k
i
U
Uspwhere Usp is the utilisation set-point and U the estimatedCPU load. The feedbak sheduler then ontrols the pro-essor utilisation by assigning task periods that optimisethe overall ontrol performane. This approah is wellsuited for a "quasi-ontinuous" variation of the samplingperiods of real-time tasks under ontrol of a preemptivereal-time operating system.Another approah has been used in the framework ofthe so-alled (m,k)-rm shedulability poliy, where thesheduling strategy ensures the suessful exeution of atleast m instanes of a given task (or message sending) foreah time window of length k slots. Hene a seletive datadrop poliy (as in Jia et al. [2007℄) or a omputing poweralloation to seleted tasks (as in Ben Gaid et al. [2006℄)an be used to perform optimal ontrol of a plant underonstraint of omputing or ommuniation limitations.This latter approah is well suited for non-preemptivesheduling of ontrol tasks and for networked ontrolsystems subjet to messages loss : the tasks or messagesare sheduled to jointly perform ongestion avoidane andoptimal ontrol.Indeed in all ases the adaptive behaviour of a feedbaksheduler, assoiated with the relative tolerane of theontrol system w.r.t. the implementation indued timingunertainties, allows for the design and implementationof real-time ontrol systems based on their average exe-ution behaviour rather than on pessimisti worst asesestimates.4. ROBUST CONTROL OF THE COMPUTINGRESOURCEFeedbak sheduling is a dynami approah allowing abetter using the omputing resoures, in partiular whenthe workload hanges e.g. due to the ativation of anadmitted new task. Indeed, the CPU ativity will be on-trolled aording to the resoure availability by adjustingsheduling parameters (i.e. period) of the plant ontroltasks.In the approah here proposed, a way to take into aountthe resoure sharing over a multitasking proess is devel-oped. In what follows, the ontrol design issue is desribedinluding the ontrol struture, the speiation of ontrolinputs and measured outputs, as well as the modellingstep.
4.1 Control StrutureIn Fig 2 sheduling is viewed as a dynamial systembetween ontrol task frequenies and proessor utilisation.As far as the adaptation of the ontrol tasks is onerned,the load of the other tasks is seen as an output disturbane.
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controllerFig. 2. Feedbak sheduling blo diagram4.2 Sensors and AtuatorsAs stated in setion 2.3, priorities must be assigned toontrol tasks aording to their relative urgeny ; thisordering remains the same in the ase of a dynami shed-uler. Dynami priorities, e.g. as used in EDF, only alterthe interleaving of running tasks and will fail in adjustingthe omputing load w.r.t. the ontrol requirements. Inonsequene we have eleted the tasks periods to be themain atuators of the system running on top of a xedpriority sheduler 3 .As the aim is to adjust on-line the sampling periods ofthe ontrollers in order to meet the omputing resourerequirements, the ontrol inputs are thus the periods ofthe ontrol tasks.The measured output is the CPU utilisation. Let us rstreall that the sheduling is here limited to periodi tasks.In this ase the proessor load indued by a task is denedby U = c
h
where c and h are the exeution time and periodof the task. Hene proessor load indued by a task isestimated, in a similar to way Cervin et al. [2002℄, for eahperiod hs of the sheduling ontroller, as:
Ûkhs = λ Û(k−1)hs + (1 − λ)
ckhs
h(k−1)hs
(1)where h is the sampling frequeny urrently assigned tothe plant ontrol task (i.e. at eah sampling instant khs)and c is the mean of its measured job exeution-time. λ isa forgetting fator used to smooth the measure.4.3 Control Design and ImplementationThe proposed ontrol design method for feedbak shedul-ing is here developed. First one should note that, as shownin Simon et al. [2003℄, if the exeution times are onstant,then the relation, U = ∑ni=1 Cifi (where fi = 1/hi isthe frequeny of the task) is a linear funtion (while itwould not be the ase if expressed as a funtion of the task
3 Possible seondary atuators are variants of the ontrol algorithms,with dierent QoS ontributions to the whole system. Suh variantsshould be handled by the sheduling manager working on a disreteevents time sale
periods). Therefore, using (1), the estimated CPU load isgiven as:
Û(khS) =
(1 − λ)
z − λ
n
∑
i=1
ci(khS)fi(khS) (2)An illustration, for the ase of a single ontrol task system,is given in gure 3 where the estimated exeution-timesare used on-line to adapt the gain of the ontroller for theoriginal CPU system (2) (this allows to ompensate thevariations of the job exeution time).
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cFig. 3. Control sheme for CPU resouresAs c depends on the run-time environment (e.g. proessorspeed) a "normalised" linear model of the task i (i.eindependent on the exeution time), Gi, is used for thesheduling ontroller synthesis where c is omitted and willbe ompensated by on-line gain-sheduling (1/c) as shownbelow.
Gi(z) =
Û(z)
fi(z)
=
1 − λ
z − λ
, i = 1, . . . , n (3)Aording to this ontrol sheme, the design of the on-troller K an be made using any advaned ontrol method-ology. For the onsidered appliation, we have hosen thewell known H∞ ontrol theory whih an lead to a robustontroller w.r.t modelling errors (see Zhou et al. [1996℄for details on H∞ ontrol). Moreover it provides goodproperties in presene of external disturbane, as it isemphasised in the example below.4.4 Feedbak Sheduling a Robot ControllerWe onsider here a seven degrees of freedom MitsubishiPA10 robot arm that has been previously modelled andalibrated Simon et al. [2005℄.Plant Modelling and Control Struture The problemunder onsideration is to trak a desired trajetory for theposition of the end-eetor. Using the Lagrange formalismthe following model an be obtained:
Γ = M(q)q̈ + Gra(q) + C(q, q̇) (4)where q stands for the positions of the joints, M is theinertia matrix, Gra is the gravity fores vetor and Cgathers Coriolis, entrifugal and frition fores.The struture of the (ideal) linearising ontroller inludesa ompensation of the gravity, Coriolis/entrifugal eetand Inertia variations as well as a Proportional-Derivative(PD) ontroller for the traking and stabilisation problem,of the form:
Γ = Gra(q) + C(q, q̇) + Kp(qd − q) + Kd(q̇d − q̇), (5)leading to the linear losed-loop system M(q)q̈ = Kp(qd −
q) + Kd(q̇d − q̇).
This ontroller is divided in four tasks, i.e. a speitask is onsidered for the PD ontrol, for the gravity,Inertia and Coriolis ompensations, in order to use a multi-rate ontroller. In this rst autious feedbak shedulingsheme, only the periods of the ompensation tasks will beadapted, as they are time onsuming ompared with thePD task while being less ritial for the stability.
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Fig. 4. H∞ design blo diagramSheduling Controller Design The blo diagram of gure(4) is onsidered for the H∞ design where G′(z) is themodel of the sheduler, the output of whih is the vetorof all task loads. To get the sum of all task loads, we use
C ′ = [1 1 1]. The H(z) transfer funtion represents thesensor dynamial behaviour whih measures the load ofthe other tasks. It may be a rst order lter. The template
We speies the performanes on the load traking erroras follows:
We(s) =
s/Ms + ωb
s + ωsǫ
(6)with Ms = 2, ωs = 10 rad/s, ǫ = 0.01 to obtain a losed-loop settling time of 300 ms, a stati error less than 1 %and a good robustness margin. Matrix M is dened as
M = [1 − 1 − 1].The ontribution of eah of the ompensation tasks to theontroller performane w.r.t to its exeution period hasbeen evaluated via numerous simulations. However, dueto the non-linear nature of the robot arm, only a veryrough ost funtion ould be identied : it appears thatgravity ompensation is the most important task thereforewe have to alloate it more resoures. The osts of Coriolisand inertia ompensation are quite similar thus gravityompensation resoures alloation is hosen to be twie ofCoriolis or inertia ones.The template Wx allows to speify the load alloationbetween the ontrol tasks. With a large gain in Wx, itleads to:
Ugravity ≈ UCoriolis + Uinertia,i.e. we alloate more resoures for the gravity ompensa-tion.All templates are disretized with a sampling period of
30 ms. Finally disrete-time H∞ synthesis algorithm pro-dues a disrete-time sheduling ontroller of order 4.Implementation of the Feedbak Sheduler After prelim-inary simulations using TrueTime Cervin [2003℄ we havedeveloped a feedbak sheduler prototype running in real-time inside a "hardware-in-the-loop" simulator : a wellalibrated model of the robot arm is numerially integratedin parallel with the exeution of the ontroller, on top
of a real-time, preemptive and xed priorities, operatingsystem.
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Fig. 5. Feed-bak sheduling experimentThe proess ontroller uses the so-alled ComputingTorque Controller whih is split into several omputingmodules to implement a multi-rate ontroller as in Simonet al. [1998℄ (gure 5). The system is implemented usingonly the basi features of an o-the-shelf RTOS, whihanyway must be instrumented with a task exeution timeoperator 4 . In this appliation, the period of the feedbaksheduler has been xed to 30ms to be larger than therobot ontrol tasks (whih limits have been set here from
0.5ms to 30ms).In this experiment, due to the poor quality of the ostfuntions whih were identied, the feedbak shedulerdiretly ontrols the CPU usage rather than taking intoaount the state of the physial system as in an idealase. In the experiment depited in gure 6 the desiredCPU usage is initially set to 60% of the maximum usageand then lowered to 40% after 1.5 se. The upper plotsshow the tasks periods and CPU usage. Note that theproessor also exeutes the robot arm numerial integra-tion whih indues a high and varying load, induing someunpreditable overloads.These rst experimental results are enouraging : theyshow that suh a feedbak sheduling arhiteture an bequite easily designed and implemented on top of an o-the-shelf real-time operating system with xed priority andpreemption.In this partiular ase the sheduling ontroller is a loworder state feedbak, whih moreover is exeuted at a slowrate : hene its omputing ost is very low (about 75µ secevery 30ms on a 400 Mhz Pentium 2), i.e. less than 1% ofthe total ontrol ost.Indeed, ompared with a xed rate ontroller, the gain inontrol performane measured by the integrated trakingerror is not impressive : this is due to the very roughmodelling of the performane/ontrol rate relationships ofthis non-linear system. The real improvement lies in therobustness of the system against transient overloads, andin the automati setting of the tasks periods : the designer
4 as in the several real-time variants of Linux we have used, i.e.RTAI(www.rtai.org) and Xenomai(www.xenomai.org)
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Fig. 6. Hardware in the loop simulation : periods and loadonly needs to set reasonable initial values based on easilymeasured average exeution times. As stated in Cervin[2005℄ it must be notied that the reovery strategies usedin the ase of CPU overload an be seleted in a setof predened behaviours to improve the overall ontrolperformane. Here we used the Skip overrun proessing,where the overrunning task nishes its urrent job butprevents its next expeted shedule to be exeuted. Notethat, thanks to the robustness of the losed-loop systemw.r.t. jitter and oasional data loss, overruns must not beonsidered as fatal events as they would be in a systemspeied as "hard real-time".From the sampled ontrol point of view, it may be observedthat abrupt and/or frequent period swithes may leadto ontrol instability, even if eah periodi ontroller isstable for eah onstant sampling period, e.g. Shinkelet al. [2002℄. Adding a low pass ltering template in the
H∞ sheduling ontroller here provides period variationssmoother than the one provided by a simple period resal-ing ; however this does not guarantee for stability and awiser solution is looked for in the next setion.5. LPV SYNTHESIS OF A SAMPLING VARYINGCONTROLLERIn this setion we develop a varying sampling rate ontrolalgorithm based on modern gain sheduling design : it is
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Fig. 7. Hardware in the loop simulation : analog resultsable to guarantee the system's stability whatever are theinstants and speed of variation of the ontrol tasks periods.A speied performane level must be also preserved in theallowed period range. However this approah is up to nowonly designed for linear systems.The main point is the problem formulation suh thatit an be solved following the LPV design of Apkarianet al. [1995℄. Reall that this design ensures the stabilityand performane robustness of the losed loop parameter-varying system whatever are the variations of the param-eters inside their predened allowed range.We propose a parametrised disretization of the ontin-uous time plant and of the weighting funtions, leadingto a disrete-time sampling period dependent augmentedplant. In partiular the plant disretization approximatesthe matrix exponentials appearing in the disretized modelby a Taylor series of order N . The original LPV designbuilds a disrete-time sampling period dependent on-troller through the onvex ombination of 2N ontrollers,whih may be onservative and omplex to implement. Inour partiular ase we exploit the dependeny between thevariables parameters, whih are the suessive powers ofthe sampling period h, h2, ..., hN , to redue the number ofontrollers to be ombined to N +1. This redution of thepolytopi set drastially dereases the onservatism of theoriginal design and makes the solution easier to implement.We only provide here a summary of the approah whih is
desribed in details in Robert et al. [2007℄ and in Robert[2007℄.5.1 A polytopi disrete-plant modelWe onsider a state spae representation of ontinuoustime plants as:
G :
{
ẋ = Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du
(7)The exat disretization of this system with a zero orderhold at the sampling period h an be omputed (seeÅström and Wittenmark [1997℄) leading to the disrete-time LPV system (8)
Gd :
{
xk+1 = Ad(h) xk + Bd(h) uk
yk = Cd(h) xk + Dd(h) uk
(8)with h ranging in [hmin;hmax]. However omputing Adand Bd involve matrix exponentials of the original A and
B matries and thus are not ane on h.To get a polytopi model and then apply an LPV design,we propose to approximate the exponential by a Taylorseries of order N as:
eMh ≈
N
∑
i=0
(Mh)i
i!
, (9)whih leads, with H = [h h2 . . . hN ], to
Ad(h) ≈ I +
N
∑
i=1
Ai
i!
hi := Ad(H) (10)
Bd(h) ≈
N
∑
i=1
Ai−1B
i!
hi := Bd(H) (11)Now the dependene on H is ane. To get a polytope
H ontaining H, a solution is to hoose H with the 2Nverties ωi orresponding to the verties of the hyperube(13).
H =



2N
∑
i=1
αi(h)ωi : αi(h) ≥ 0,
2N
∑
i=1
αi(h) = 1



(12)
{h, h2, . . . , hN}, hi ∈ {himin, h
i
max} (13)This leads to the plant polytopi model (14) where Gdiare Gd(H) evaluated at the verties ωi.
Gd(H) =
2N
∑
i=1
αi(h)Gdi and H =
2N
∑
i=1
αi(h)ωi (14)As the gain-sheduled ontroller will be a onvex ombi-nation of 2N "vertex" ontrollers, the hoie of the seriesorder N gives a trade-o between the approximation a-uray and the ontroller omplexity.To derease the volume and number of verties of thematries polytope we exploit the dependeny betweenthe suessive powers of the parameter h. Reall thatthe verties ωi of H are dened by h, h2, . . . , hN with
hi ∈ {himin, h
i
max}. Indeed the representative point of theparameters set is onstrained to be on a one dimensionalurve, so that the polytope of interest an be redued tothe lower N + 1 verties, as illustrated in gure 8 for theases N = 2 and 3.
Fig. 8. Polytope redution for N=2 and N=35.2 Performane speiationIn the H∞ framework, the general ontrol ongurationof gure 9 is onsidered, where Wi and Wo are weightingfuntions speifying losed-loop performanes (see Skoges-tad and Postlethwaite [1996℄). The objetive is here tond a ontroller K suh internal stability is ahieved and
‖z̃‖2 < γ‖w̃‖2, where γ represents the H∞ attenuationlevel.Classial ontrol design assumes onstant performane ob-jetives and produes a ontroller with an unique sam-pling period. This sampling period is hosen aordingto the ontroller bandwidth, the noise sensibility and theavailability of omputation resoures. When the samplingperiod varies, the usable ontroller bandwidth also variesand the losed-loop objetives should logially be adapted ;therefore we propose to adapt the bandwidth of the weight-ing funtions. In this aim, Wi and Wo are split into twoparts:
• a onstant part with onstant poles and zeros. Thisallows, for instane, to ompensate for osillations orexible modes whih are, by denition, independentof the sampling period. This part is merged with theplant before its disretization.
• the variable part ontains poles and zeros whosepulsations are expressed as an ane funtion of thefrequeny f = 1/h. This makes possible to adapt thebandwidth of the weighting funtions. These polesand zeros are here onstrained to be real by thedisretization step. Finally, opportune anellationsmakes the disretized templates independent from the
h, making easier further interonnetions.LPV/H∞ ontrol design The interonnetion betweenthe disrete-time polytopi model of the plant P̃ (nowinluding the onstant part of the weighting funtions) andthe variable weighting funtions Wi and Wo leads to thedisrete-time LPV augmented plant P (H) is depited ingure 9.We aim to use here the H∞ ontrol design for linearparameter-varying systems detailed in Apkarian et al.[1995℄. The method states that under some mild ondi-tions, there exist a gain-sheduled ontroller :
{
xKk+1 = AK(H)xKk + BK(H)yk
uk = CK(H)xKk + DK(H)yk
(15)where xK ∈ Rn, ensuring over all parameter trajetories,for the losed-loop system:
• losed-loop quadrati stability
- ---

-
WoWi
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z
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Fig. 9. Foused interonnetion
• L2-indued norm of the operator mapping w into zbounded by γ, i.e. ‖z‖2 < γ‖w‖2
N + 1 ontrollers are reonstruted at eah vertex ofthe parameter polytope (orresponding with the extremavalues of the parameters). The gain-sheduled ontroller
K(H) is then the onvex ombination of these ontrollers
K(H) :
(
AK(H) BK(H)
CK(H) DK(H)
)
=
r
∑
i=1
αi(h)
(
AKi BKi
CKi DKi
)(16)
with αi(h) such that H =
r
∑
i=1
αi(h)ωi (17)Note that on-line sheduling of the ontroller needs theomputation of αi(h) knowing h. Considering a Taylor'sexpansion around h0 with
δmin = hmin − h0 and δmax = hmax − h0and the ase of the redued polytope, expliit solutions areeasily reursively omputed:



















α1 =
δmax − δ
δmax − δmin
αn =
δnmax − δ
n
δnmax − δ
n
min
−
n−1
∑
1
αi , n = [2, ..., N ]
αN+1 = 1 −
N
∑
1
αiThis leads, for the ase N = 2 and δmin = 0 of the nextsetion to the simple expliit solutions:
α1 =
δmax − δ
δmax
, α2 =
δ2max − δ
2
δ2max
− α1, α3 = 1 − (α1 + α2)5.3 Experimental assessmentThe latter approah has been experimentally assessedusing a "T" inverted pendulum of Eduational ControlProduts 5 , available at Gipsa-lab, in the NeCS (NetworkControlled Systems 6 ) projet. These experiments willemphasise the pertinene of the proposed design method.The pendulum depited in gure 10 is omposed of tworods. A vertial one whih rotates around the pivot axle,
5 www.epsystems.om/ontrols_pendulum.htm
6 http://nes.inrialpes.fr
θ(t)
z(t)
u(t)
Fig. 10. The T pendulum under experimentand an horizontal sliding balane one. Two optional massesallow to modify the plan dynamial behaviour.The ontrol atuator (DC motor) delivers a fore u tothe horizontal sliding rod, through a drive gear-rak. The
θ angle, positive in the trigonometri sense, is measuredby the rod angle sensor. The position z of the horizontalrod is measured by a sensor loated at the motor axle.The DC motor is torque ontrolled using a loal urrentfeedbak loop (assumed to be a simple gain due to the highdynamis). The dynamial behaviour of the sensors is alsonegleted.As suh a T pendulum system is diult to be ontrolled,our main objetive is here to get a losed-loop stable sys-tem, to emphasise the pratial feasibility of the proposedmethodology for real-time ontrol. The sampling period isassumed to be in the interval [1, 3] ms.The hosen performane objetives are represented ingure 11, where the traking error and the ontrol inputare weighted (as usual in the H∞ methodology).
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Fig. 11. Control ongurationThis orresponds to the mixed sensitivity problem givenin (18).
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Fig. 12. Experimental motion of the T pendulum under asinusoidal sampling period
K = [K1 K2] M = [0 0 1 0]
Su = (I − K2G)
−1 Sy = (I − GK2)
−1
Tu = −K2G(I − K2G)
−1 (19)The performane objetives are represented by weightingfuntions and may be given by the usual transfer funtionsSkogestad and Postlethwaite [1996℄:
We(p, f) =
p MS + ωS(f)
p + ωS ǫS
, ωS(f) = hmin ωSmax f (20)
Wu(p, f) =
1
MU
(21)where f = 1/h, ωSmax = 1,5 rad/s, MS = 2, ǫS = 0.01 and
MU = 5.For implementation reasons (simpliity and omputationalomplexity) we have hosen the ase of the redued poly-tope using a Taylor expansion of order 2, leading to aredued polytope with 3 verties.Experiments results The plant is ontrolled throughMatlab/Simulink using the Real-time Workshop and xPCTarget. Two ases are presented. First in gure 12 thesampling period variation is ontinuous and follows asinusoidal signal of frequeny 0.15rad/s. Then in gure13 some step hanges of the sampling period are done.As expeted from the sampling dependent performaneobjetives, the settling time is minimal when the samplingperiod is maximal, and onversely. There are no abrupthanges in the ontrol signal, even when the samplingperiod suddenly varies from 1 to 3 ms as in gure 13.Therefore this design method appears to be eetive topreserve the plant's stability and performane objetivesduring arbitrarily fast ontrol periods variations, that anfurther used to ope with varying omputing resouresavailability.
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Fig. 13. Experimental motion of the T pendulum under asquare sampling period6. SUMMARY AND FURTHER DIRECTIONSIn this paper, some methodologies for robust ontrol andsheduling o-design were proposed. While robust ontrolusually deals with modelling errors of the ontrolled plant,a digital losed-loop ontroller is also subjeted to timingdisturbanes oming from its implementation using a real-time operating system. These disturbanes are diult tobe aurately predited, and studying the impat of timingdeviations in feedbak loops is still a largely unexploreddomain. Hene a natural idea onsists in using robustontrol theory to design ontrollers to be weakly timingsensitive. Besides proess ontrol this idea an be used alsoto design a feedbak sheduling loop to implement robuston-line adaption of the sheduling parameters aording toestimates of the omputing ativity. Some partial solutionsfor omputing resoure ontrol and alloation has beenpresented in the paper. Among others, the two followingresearh diretions deserve to be further investigated :6.1 Adaptive sheduling and robust ontrolVariable sampling rate appears to be a deisive atuatorin sheduling and CPU load ontrol. Although it is quiteonservative, the LPV based design developed in setion 5guarantees plant stability and performane level, whateveris the speed of variation of the ontrol period inside itspredened range. Hene the ontrol tasks periods of suhontrollers an be adapted on-line by an external loop(the feedbak sheduler) on the basis of resoure alloationand global quality of servie (QoS), with no further areabout the proess ontrol stability. Hene a quite simplesheduling ontrol arhiteture, e.g. like a simple resalingas proposed in Cervin [2003℄, or an elasti sheduler as inButtazzo and Abeni [2000℄.Indeed, besides the exibility and robustness provided byan adaptive sheduling, a full benet would ome by takinginto aount diretly the ontrolled proess state in thesheduling loop. It has been shown in Eker et al. [2000℄that even for simple ase the full theoreti solution basedon optimal ontrol was too omplex to be implemented
in real-time. However it is possible to sketh eetivesolutions suited for some ase studies as depited in gure14 taken from Robert [2007℄.Conversely with the robot ontroller in setion 4.4 theload alloation ratio between the ontrol omponents isno longer onstant and dened at design time. It is madedependent on the measure of the quality of ontrol (QoC)to give advantage to the ontroller with higher ontrolerror. The approah relies on a modied elasti sheduleralgorithm, where the "stiness" of every ontrol taskdepends on the ontrol (through the Mi omponent ingure 14 whih an be a simple gain). The approahis still simple to implement and, even if only tested insimulation up to now, has shown signiant performaneimprovements ompared with more simple (i.e. ontrolquality unaware) resoure alloation.
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ontrol/sheduling loopsHowever, the dynami of the sheduling loop now inludesthe sheduling dependent dynamis of the proess itself.Ensuring the stability of this integrated ontrol/shedulingloop requires an adequate modelling of the relationshipsbetween the ontrol quality and the sheduling parameters,whih is still to be done in a general ase.6.2 Aelerable ontrol tasksA ommon assumption about the sampling rate of ontroltasks is that faster is the omputation and better isthe result, i.e. that ontrol tasks are always aelerable.However reent investigations Ben Gaid et al. [to appear℄revisited this assumption and indiated new diretions.An aelerable ontrol task has the property that moreexeutions are performed, better is the ontrol perfor-mane. When used in onjuntion with weakly-hard real-time sheduling design, an aelerable ontrol task allowstaking advantage of the extra omputational resouresthat may be alloated to it, and to improve the ontrolperformane with respet to worst ase design methods.In pratie, however, ontrol laws designed using standardontrol design methods (assuming a periodi sampling andatuation) are not neessarily aelerable. Case studieshave shown that, when a ontrol law is exeuted more oftenthan allowed by the worst ase exeution pattern (withno gains adaption), the performane improvement may bestate dependent, and that performane degradation an beobserved.Conditions for the design of aelerable tasks has beenestablished, based on Bellman optimality priniple, in theframework of a (m,k)-rm sheduling poliy. Is is assumedthat an optimal ontrol law exists in the ase of the worstase exeution sequene, i.e. when only the mandatoryinstanes of the ontrol task are exeuted to ompletion.
It is shown that, in the hosen framework, it is possibleto systematially design a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h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